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Pharmacy Crack  
The Trivia Game that is  

Taking Healthcare by Storm! 
 

Healthcare professionals and students can have fun playing the only FREEMIUM multi-player 

pharmacology-based trivia game for pharmacists, nurses, students, physicians, technicians, 

enthusiasts, and anyone in the pharmaceutical industry around the World! Our database consists of 

over 7000 questions. This is an educational game, not a test prep. Have fun playing solo or challenging 

your friends, colleagues, and random strangers on their pharmacology knowledge. 

As healthcare professionals and students, it is difficult staying knowledgeable and current in 

pharmacology while in a fast-paced healthcare world! Let us face it, learning pharmacology is difficult 

but remembering pharmacology is downright HARD! In fact, you lose about 75-90% of new 

information after 90 days if you do not review it. Wow, that is a lot of lost pharmacology!         

Pharmacy Crack employs the concept of spaced repetition, which is an approach to memorization 

that uses time intervals. So how does it work? You are given 3 questions in each level of every 

category. The 3 questions include your previous correct trivia, previous incorrect trivia, and new trivia. 

This incorporates Mastery of what you know and learning New information at the same time. Why 

does this work? Spaced repetition and active recalling of information allows our brains to absorb the 

information and process it more effectively. This provides brain stimulation that cannot be achieved 

just by passively reading new or complex pharmacology. Pharmacy Crack offers the benefit of 

interaction within the app along with friendly competition, which means you are far more likely to 

remember information you engage with rather than one you have only read about. 

Pharmacy Crack is a masterful blend of concept and practical pharmacology trivia for every level of 

practice. It incorporates many features requested by healthcare professionals: 

• You can Discover Your Drug IQ or your overall knowledge of medicine  

• Watch your Drug IQ increase the more you play with our learning algorithm 

• See your strengths and weakness in each of the 11 categories 

• Progress your way through 7 levels to achieve Drug Guru status  

• Climb the ranks on the leaderboard against friends and the world 

• Submit your own trivia questions for bonuses and collectively improve trivia 

• Continuously updated database of trivia from user submissions 

• No unwanted Ads or Interruptions. You are in control. 
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11 Categories  

(Free Version, Professional Version $4.99, & other In-App Purchases) 

1. Infectious Disease and Immunology 

2. Abused Substances 

3. OTC and Herbals 

4. Fun Facts 

5. Pharmacy Law 

6. New Rx (updated annually) 

7. Cardiology and Hematology 

8. Neurology and Psychiatry 

9. Women’s Health and Pediatrics 

10. Endocrinology and Toxicology 

11. Oncology and Misc. (Gastroenterology, Pulmonology, Urology etc.) 

 

Current and future healthcare professionals want to provide the best care to patients but staying 

competent about drugs is becoming increasingly difficult because of the lack of free-time and the fast 

pace of healthcare. Stay a confident medical professional and Download a fun drug trivia game on 

iOS and Android and discover your Drug IQ today. 

 

 

 

System Requirements: Mobile on iOS and Android  

Release Date: Projected late 2021 or early 2022 

 

Videos -  

Pharmacy Crack App           Coming Soon! 

Pharmacy Crack App - How We Help You Stay a Confident Healthcare Professional 

 

https://youtu.be/9otKXzXzWh8
https://youtu.be/_D3xZybSCaE
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Frequently Asked Questions: 

1. What is Pharmacy Crack 

a. Pharmacy Crack is a masterful blend of concept and practical pharmacology trivia for 

every level of practice. 

2. What is a Drug IQ? 

a. Your Drug IQ is our gauge of your overall knowledge of pharmacology. 

3. What is the goal of the game? 

a. The goal is to achieve a Drug IQ of Guru by progressing through the levels with a high 

level of correct answers. Your Drug IQ will increase the more you play 

4. Is this a test prep? 

a. No, this is an educational game to help keep your pharmacology knowledge sharp. 

5. How many levels are there? 

a. There are 7 levels for each of the 11 categories 

6. How are the questions derived in each level? 

a. In the 6 pharmacology categories, Level 1 = Brand & Generic Names, Level 2 = Drug 

Indications, Level 3 = Drug Classes and Common Doses, Level 4 –7 = Pharmacology 

and Clinical Knowledge 

7. Where are the trivia questions from? 

a. Pre-release, all trivia were created by a pharmacist. Post-release, trivia is submitted 

by healthcare professionals and reviewed by our Pharmacy Crack Team before 

placed into the drug-bank.  

8. How many possible questions are there? 

a. Pre-release, there are over 7000 trivia questions. Post-release, questions will be 

continuously updated from user submissions and user reviews.  

9. If I disagree with an answer, how do I report it? 

a. During game play, there is an option for users to report bad questions and why. 

 

  

Contact – media@pharmacycrack.com 

App Website www.pharmacycrack.com 
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